
Orton Gillingham (OG) Method

Which Twisted Learners is this method used for?

-those who have difficulty reading or spelling.

-those diagnosed with dyslexia.

-those that have OG identified in an 
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) and/or a 
Psych-Ed Assessment.



Is the OG method right for my child?

• At the Twist, we believe in having many learning 

strategies in our teaching tool box. 

• The OG method is one of the strategies that we may 

use with a Twisted Learner. 

• It is a whole language approach using phonics-

based instruction.

Let’s learn more!



Why is the OG method targeted for 
those with difficulty reading? 

• The OG method uses repetition & a graduated 

reading program.

• To mirror this, our Twisted Team uses our 

signature clapperboard method to help learners 

progress. 



Tell Me about Dyslexia…

• Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is 

neurological in origin. 

• It is characterized by difficulties with accurate 

and/or fluent word recognition and by poor 

spelling and decoding abilities.



How Do Dyslexic People See Things?

Learners tend to reverse letters, numbers & whole 

words.

- The word form might be seen as from. 

- The word saw might be read as was.

- Numbers (like 9, 5, or 7) also tend to be written or 

seen back-to-front or upside down. 



How Does Dyslexia affect a Learner?

Understandably, these learners may: 

- lack the confidence to read out loud, 

- present as having poor spelling/handwriting,

- be frustrated as their intellect doesn’t match their 

output.





Let’s see an OG Lesson Plan in Action…
Step 1:  Letters of the Alphabet! 

First, our Twisted Learners are asked to name the 

letters of the alphabet.

Once our Twisted Tutor finds out which letters their 

learner can identify by simply looking at them and 

then by hearing them, the letters are divided into two 

piles:

-1st pile: letters they know

-2nd pile: letters they don’t know



If our Twisted Learner does not know all 

the letters of the alphabet, we teach those 

letters in the first few lessons until the 

learner can recognize all the letters and 

say them out loud!

Step 2:  Let’s build a solid foundation!



• Twisted Learners are encouraged to use a tray lined with 
a thin layer of sand or rice to ‘write’ letters and words 
with their fingers. 

• Visual and/or Kinesthetic Learners also benefit from this!

• This method helps our learners:

       - develop fine motor skills,

       - improve their spelling, vocabulary, letters, numbers, & 
word recognition,

       - read and write faster  & more fluently,

       - improve hand-eye coordination,

       - to get interested in learning and writing.

How do we Twistedly Teach Letters? 



Next, we determine if the Learner knows:

• Syllables, both open and closed

• “Sh” words

• “Ck” words

• Double vowel words

Step 3: Letter Combinations



New words are said out loud by the Twisted Tutor.

The new word is repeated by the Twisted Learner.

The new word is spelled out loud by the Twisted  

Tutor.

The new word is spelled using the finger spelling  

method previously discussed.

This Pattern is Followed when a New Word is 
Introduced!



• A phoneme is the smallest unit of 

sound in a language.

• Phonemes form the building 

blocks of words, and each one 

contributes to the meaning of 

what we are saying.

Step 4: Introduce Phonemes



Compare words with the same 

structure!

• For example: the following words 

are referred to as CVC (consonant, 

vowel, consonant):

       tag/tab/tan    

       bit/big/bin     

Step 4 Continued: 
How to Introduce Phonemes 



A ‘Red Word’ is a word that is not spelled in a conventional 
way. Some examples are: the, once, much, woman, cough, 
pupil.

Our Twisted Tutor will also introduce at least one red word 
every lesson. 

These red words are introduced just like each new word: 

a) said aloud by the Twisted Tutor,

b) repeated by the Twisted Learner, 

c) spelled out loud by Twisted Tutor,

d) spelled (using finger spelling) by the Twisted Learner.

Step 5: Introducing Red Words…



1. The previous two lessons are reviewed.

2.  Phonemes the learner knows are repeated.

3. A new concept is introduced. 

4. The new concept is reviewed.

5. A red word is introduced.

6. A reading passage is reviewed.

Each Lesson has the Same Pattern!



1. The previous two lessons are reviewed.

2.  Phonemes the learner knows are repeated.

3. A new concept is introduced. For example, ‘ay’ words. Our Twisted Tutor reads and 
spells words with ‘ay’ in them. 

4. The new concept is reviewed in the same format as previously explained (tutor, 
learner, tutor, learner).

5. A red word is introduced.

6. A reading passage is reviewed in the same format as previously explained (tutor, 
learner, tutor, learner). In this case it would be a reading passage with “ay” in it.  

NOTE: These passages should NOT have concepts in them that have not been taught.

Each Lesson has the Same Pattern…in action!



• During lessons, our Twisted Learners 

use their fingers to follow along when 

they are reading words, going from left 

to right, reinforcing the left to right 

pattern of reading. 

Twisted Learning Methods for Active Reading!



• By repeating what was learned in the 

past 2 or 3 lessons, our Twisted Learner 

will gradually build up their knowledge 

and their confidence!

• Previous lessons are reinforced to 

cement each concept and each lesson 

leads naturally to the next one.

OG Lessons are based on repetition & 
concepts being taught in a certain order.



➢ Our Twisted Tutoring Team can work one-on-

one with your child to ensure they get the help 

they need to succeed. This team includes 

parents & can include teachers too!

➢ Our instruction is developed to enable your 

child to reach their full potential!

GOAL:  help learners attain a level of reading and 

writing that matches their intellect!

Personalized instruction tailored to 
your child’s specific needs.
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